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Monkey go happy ninjas 2( flash game)

STEP 1: Flash Player must be activated to play: STEP 2: If you are invited, click Allow: Game Spotlight Play games, earn our moneyWorld, and get clothes and accessories to create your own style. This is a continuation of successful games with monkeys, in which you have to encourage the monkeys.
This time it's a task in which you have to find the other 70 ninja monkeys. These are placed all around the playground, so you'll barely find them. Monkeys, monkeys, everywhere, and not a drop to drink!... wait, that's not how it happens. It's better not to be the way this quote goes. In The point-and-click
Monkey GO Happy Ninjas 2 game from Pencil Kids, the earth is practically shaking with little monkeys (70 of them, actually!), and all are dressed like tiny ninjas. You'll need to solve puzzles and help people find them all, so get clicking! The cursor will change when it passes over something you can
interact with, and the large yellow arrows will take you to different areas. Like all Monkey GO Happy games, this one is bright, colorful, and designed to be the kind of thing you can relax with for a coffee break rather than break open your gray matter for a long time. While finding 70 monkeys sounds like a
lot, each screen is packed with them, and most of their hiding places are pretty obvious, and the inclusion of some light puzzles makes it another game just for young nerds-to-be (or young at heart) to cut their teeth out. Play Monkey GO Happy Ninjas 2
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